HEALTHCARE
USE CASES

THREE WAYS CLOUD COMMUNICATIONS
CAN BENEFIT HEALTHCARE

IMPROVE PATIENT EXPERIENCES, STAFF PRODUCTIVITY, AND
OPERATIONAL EFFICIENCY – ALL WITH ONE COMMUNICATIONS PLATFORM
Providing outstanding patient care is a top priority for healthcare organizations. But as patient
needs and expectations evolve, healthcare organizations must evolve as well. Patients want
quick answers to questions and convenient access to care. When supporting the growing needs
of patients, healthcare organizations need to enable frontline staff to operate as efficiently as
possible, fielding questions from anywhere and providing the information and services that
patients need.
A fully integrated cloud communications platform goes a long way toward improving the patient
experience and engagement – regardless of whether patients are in the examination room or
sitting at their kitchen tables. Empower your clinicians and staff to collaborate effectively – before,
during, and after each visit – all while meeting security, compliance, and privacy requirements.
In the process, you’ll increase the productivity and efficiency of staff and operations, which will
improve the patient experience.
Let’s take a look at some common use cases for most healthcare organizations, along with the
benefits and capabilities needed to implement each.

DELIVER EXCEPTIONAL PATIENT CARE
Address patient queries quickly and efficiently.
When your patients have questions or need help, you want to give them the right information
– quickly and hassle-free. No one wants to wait on hold or be passed around to multiple
departments. To maximize every interaction, healthcare providers need to transform their
communications platform to ensure superior responsiveness for every patient, every time.
This means easy, accurate, and prompt answers to patient inquiries, as well as proactive
appointment reminders, outreach, and follow-up.
When you adopt Elevate, you untether your staff from old technology. With our single, integrated
cloud communications platform, staff can handle any volume of inbound queries across
multiple channels, supported by integrated phone, chat, text, video conferencing, screen
sharing, and more. Choose Elevate to provide the seamless digital care and support that your
patients deserve.
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MAXIMIZE STAFF PRODUCTIVITY
Work from anywhere with integrated, mobile communications.
You want your clinicians and staff to be as productive as possible – whether they’re in the office
or conducting virtual exams from home. This means empowering your employees to connect
with patients and colleagues – before, during, and after each appointment – on any device,
through any channel, from any location.
Elevate, an integrated cloud communications platform, makes it easy. Our feature-rich set of
tightly integrated and intuitive cloud solutions lets your staff easily manage high call volumes,
share documents and files, conduct video calls, and log important interaction details.
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IMPROVE OPERATIONAL EFFICIENCY AND SECURITY
Easily scale and flex as your patients’ needs change.
Just as landline home phones are household relics, on-premises phone systems for healthcare
organizations are outdated, expensive to maintain, and hard to move.
Investing in a cloud communications platform empowers healthcare organizations to
dramatically increase operational efficiency while protecting data privacy and security. If you
have plans to expand staffing or move locations, our cloud communications platform makes it
easy to scale in a budget-friendly manner without rewiring or purchasing new on-site hardware
– and it’s secure and reliable for all your staff and patient communications.
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Contact us today to discover how a fully integrated cloud communications
platform can help your healthcare organization thrive and grow.
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